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therefore, even make a better use of what small ready cash I
own, creating a diversity through form which the contents lack.
You strive to simplify your great world of ideas, while I seek
variety for my small possessions. You have a kingdom to rule,
and I only a somewhat numerous family of ideas which I would
fain expand to a small universe."—Letter to Goethe, Aug. 3ist
1794-
If we subtract from this utterance a certain feeling of
inferiority characteristic of the introvert, and add to it the
fact that the extravert's " great world of ideas " is not so
much under his rule as he himself is subject to it, then
Schiller's presentation gives a striking picture of the
poverty which tends to develop as a result of an essentially
abstract attitude.
II. A further result of the abstracting, conscious
attitude, and one whose significance will become more
apparent in the further course of our investigation, is that
the unconscious develops a compensating attitude. For the
more the relation to the object is restricted by the abstraction
of consciousness (because too many' experiences' andc laws'
are made), all the more insistently does a craving for the
object develop in the unconscious. This finally declares
itself in consciousness as a compulsive sensuous hold upon
the object; whereupon the sensuous tie takes the place of a
feeling-relation to the object, which is lacking, or rather
suppressed, through abstraction. Characteristically, there-
fore Schiller regards the senses, and not the feelings, as the
way to God-hood. His ego lies with thinking, but his
affectedness, his feelings, with sensation. Thus with him
the schism is between spirituality as thinking, and sensuous-
ness as affectedness or feeling. With the extravert,
however, matters are reversed; his relation to the object
is developed, but his world of ideas is sensational and
concrete,
Sensuous feeling, or to put it better, the feeling that
exists in the state of sensation, is collective, i.e. it begets

